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Next Steps Summer Institute Update

2022 Next Steps Summer Institute is reserved only for accepted incoming students,
due to Covid. We apologize that we are unable to open NSSI up to all who are

interested, but we are excited to get to know our new students!

We look forward to opening up our application for all in 2023!

To view our campus visits calendar and register for an
event, please CLICK HERE.

Immersion with Next Steps
Emilee Bauer, Program Coordinator

Peter Shin, class of '21, completed his Immersion project last Fall with Next Steps. He worked

to develop curricula and exercises to help students enrolled through Next Steps to share their

opinion about various topics. Although he graduated in December, he came back to volunteer

his time to Next Steps this spring. In class, he lectures about a specific topic like climate

change or the pandemic, and then the students break out into smaller groups to discuss their

thoughts. Peter states, "I’ve really enjoyed this opportunity and have loved being with the Next

Steps organization overall."

Student Spotlight 
Cat Bernstein, Office Assistant 

Lucy, class of 2024, is interning this semester

at the Theater Scene Shop. Some of her

tasks include getting to paint the wood to

build the sets, washing the art supplies,

taking down the sets, measuring costumes,

and helping with other special projects. She

would like to work in this field because she

enjoys getting to be creative.

Lucy’s supervisor at the Theater Scene Shop is Liz Haynes. The main growth that Liz

sees in Lucy is her confidence. When she has something for her to do that she has done

before Lucy will reply, “Oh I know how to do this” and gets right to work. Liz shares that

Lucy Is doing great at her internship, and is easy to teach and executes anything that is

asked of her. Liz adores having Lucy in the shop because she has a great attitude and

keeps us all laughing.

Alumni Update
Steven Greiner, Alumni Coordinator and Recruitment Assitant 

Kristi Van Wulven graduated from Next Steps

at Vanderbilt in the Class of 2021. She is now

in the Guest Services Department at the

Nashville Zoo. Some of her tasks include

scanning people's membership cards and

tickets, working the exit gate at the Carousel,

and working at the information desk near the

Jungle Gym. Working the exit gate is her

favorite part of her job so far. When is not at work, she enjoys hanging out with her friends and

family.
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